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The Journal of Forensic Vocational Analysis’ purpose is to explore and explicate total issues of interest to 

the vocational expert and practitioner; it is a journal that members of the American Board of Vocational 

Experts and other forensic practitioners may find both intellectually useful and more importantly, 

applicable to their forensic practice. 

The Journal of Forensic Vocational Analysis seeks to publish original articles that are based on sound 

research methodology in accordance with the Publication Manual of the American Psychological 

Association (6th edition). In addition to the publication of original manuscripts, the Journal regularly 

features book reviews and commentaries. Occasional special issues that focus on a selected topic of 

interest to the membership as well as monographs may be published. Two issues of the Journal will be 

published each year. Deadlines for submission are January 1 and July 2.  

Manuscripts will be reviewed by at least three members of the Editorial Board who will (1) recommend 

publication to the manuscript as presented or (2) recommend publication with revisions or (3) not 

recommend publication. Feedback to authors submitting manuscripts not recommended for publication 

will directly refer to the major gaps or problems within the submitted document with recommendations 

for future submission. All submitted manuscripts must be prepared in accordance with the guidelines of 

the Publications Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th edition, 2009). Do not submit 

manuscripts that are under review by other periodicals or that have been previously published. There is no 

prohibition to the acceptance of previously published material provided prior permission has been 

obtained from the copyright holder and only when such articles/monographs may be more fully dispersed 

as deemed by the Board of Directors of the American Board of Vocational Experts.  

It is the preference of the Editor that all manuscripts be submitted electronically in Microsoft Word 

document (.docx) format to Chrisann Schiro-Geist, Ph.D., at chrisann@memphis.edu. E-mail your 

manuscript as an attachment without any identifying information in the filename. A cover page with all 

authors listed, addresses, e-mail and telephone numbers and other identifying information is required to 

be submitted as an attachment as well. Once received, an acknowledgment letter or e-mail will be 

transmitted to the submitting author or lead author. The review process will typically average 

approximately 60 days. 

 

 


